(π*,σ*), (σ*,π*) and Rydberg triplet excited states of hydrogen peroxide and other molecules bearing two adjacent heteroatoms.
The properties of the lowest triplet excited states of a series of small molecules containing two or more adjacent heteroatoms have been investigated. High-level coupled cluster and MRCI+Q calculations were employed to probe the properties of the triplet excited states of hydrogen peroxide, hydrazine, hydroxylamine, fluoroamines, oxygen difluoride, hypofluorous acid, chlorine, fluorine, and disulfane. All of the molecules investigated except hydroxylamine are predicted to have bound lowest triplet excited states that are either (π*,σ*) or (σ*,π*) as in H2O2, HOF, OF2, H2S2, Cl2, NH2F, NHF2, or NF3, or are Rydberg states (hydrazine, also H2O2 and H2S2). The heteroatom-heteroatom bond dissociation enthalpies of the triplet states range from very small values as predicted for hydrogen peroxide or fluorine, to BDEs around 8-9 kcal mol(-1) that should allow for an experimental observation of the triplet state, such as in disulfane or monofluoroamine. For all triplet minima investigated except NF3 and F2, CCSD(T) gave results in agreement with the multireference method MRCI+Q, and in excellent agreement with available experimental data (BDEs, ground-state geometries). Due to multireference problems, CCSD(T) does not provide a good description for longer heteroatom-heteroatom distances, and in some cases (e.g., Cl2) it wrongly predicts the presence of a transition state for bond formation on the triplet spin manifold, where the reaction is known experimentally and, as predicted by MRCI+Q, is known to be barrierless. Finally, the (3)Π(u) state of F2 is poorly described by CCSD(T) theory, the equilibrium bond distance is significantly underestimated relative to MRCI+Q, and CCSD(T) places the triplet state above the energy of two fluorine atoms. The T1 diagnostic, frequently used to assess the quality of CCSD(T) calculations, does not appear to provide a valid criterion for the systems studied. The formation of H2O2 on the triplet potential energy hypersurface might possibly open up an additional channel for formation of hydrogen peroxide from two hydroxyl radicals. Due to a low density of states in triplet H2O2, and due to competing formation of water + O((3)P) from a hydrogen-bridged HO···HO triplet radical pair, such a reaction channel probably only can play a role at low temperatures.